Dear Patrons of Goshala BJ animal Care,

Hope all is well. Please find March updates from our end.

**Immunizations- in Goshala San Martin**-
All residents have received their annual immunizations in March and they are good until March 2023! Deworming will be done in Fall 2022.

Instagram- Goshala_animal_care
Please check out baby Janardhan’s curiosity with the camera! Under careful watch of his mother Lakshmi( who still doesn’t trust humans completely), the baby calf is developing relationships and playing around in the safe sanctuary.

**Outreach events**- Monthly volunteer efforts were focussed on outreach- informing the community about the sanctuary and the organization’s cause. Our volunteers joined in the festival of colors to share the word about our work with the community. Kids had a blast playing the ‘guess the name’ of cows and bulls. Please check out their pictures.
Cleaning efforts in goshala- Volunteers helped scrub the water troughs, refill them, clean up animal pens and organize the hay storage room.

April’s volunteer event-

Our next volunteer event is tentatively planned for April 30th, 2022 from 2-5 pm. Since it’s an outdoor event, the hours may vary depending on weather conditions. Interested folks can sign up for the volunteer event at the link below.
https://forms.gle/pHwseKWB3r8ombSKA
( please copy paste the link in new window to fill up/submit the form)
Any changes in hours for the volunteer event will be communicated to the folks who have signed up.
Our work is far from over. Please continue to spread the word with your friends & family. Your donations are helping with the food, housing and medical needs of these innocent beings. All of the background work is done by the passionate volunteers, we would appreciate it if you can continue to send us your suggestions.

Volunteers- Goshala BJ Animal Care
email- goshalacowfood@gmail.com
ph. no: (669)842-0758
Instagram- Goshala_animal_care
www.goshalabjanimalcare.org